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Last week, as part of our Sholom Center for Interfaith Learning and Fellowship, I 

had the opportunity to present to the "Men on Fire" bible study group at Christ 

Church.  The topic was on the "Original Power Couple of Faith - Abraham and 

Sarah."    While the Hebrew Scriptures offers few details about Biblical 

characters, there is a genre of rabbinic literature called midrash that serves to fill 

in the gaps.  A plethora of rabbinic legends exist on Abraham and Sarah, some 

that are so commonly told that many Jews don't even know that these particular 

stories are not actually part of the Biblical canon itself. 

  

A predominant question in rabbinic exegesis is why God chooses Abraham and 

Sarah?  All Genesis reports is that Abraham and Sarah are charged by God, as 

adults, to go to the land of Canaan.   The midrash teaches that there were unique 

qualities about Abraham and Sarah that prompted God to choose them.  

Abraham as a child demonstrates special gifts of logic and religious insight that 

allows him to see the falseness and immorality of the idolatrous practices that 

were commonly practiced around him.  One legend holds that King Nimrod had 

been forewarned by his astrological advisors of the child Abraham who would 

threaten his idolatrous rule.  Abraham's father discovers the plans against his 

young son and hides him in a cave in order to save him.  A few years pass, and 

the young Abraham emerges from the cave and pronounces his realization that 

there is only one universal and moral God who created all of the universe, and it 

is this God that all should worship.   

  

Other midrashic legends teach that Abraham's father was an idol maker, and 

Abraham determines to show the absurdity of how people can worship the stone 



graven images that his father made by his hand.  The most popular of these 

stories is how Abraham is left in charge of his father's idol store while he is out, 

and he subsequently smashes all the idols with a club except for the biggest.  His 

father returns to the store and is distraught by the destruction.  Abraham points to 

the biggest idol and tells his father the gods fought over who was the mightiest 

and the biggest god won.  Abraham's father tells his son this is absurd; the idols 

are just stone cut out from his own hands.   Abraham then says to his father, then 

why should we worship such stone?   

  

The midrash about Abraham demonstrate how we choose our faith based on 

rational belief, and we challenge the teachings that surround us that are irrational 

and immoral.  God ultimately chooses Abraham because Abraham proactively 

chooses God.  He is a theological and social revolutionary who rejects blind 

doctrines of polytheistic and idolatrous faith and instead insists on ethical wisdom 

and leadership that brings moral unity to the world and all peoples. 

  

Sarah is an equal partner with Abraham according to the midrash.  Genesis 

reports that Abraham and Sarah "made" the people in Haran before they left for 

Canaan.  In other words, Abraham and Sarah, by teaching the word of God 

brought people to embrace the ethical monotheistic faith.  Their willingness to 

proactively live, teach, and preach the word of God "made" for their followers and 

ultimately God choosing Abraham and Sarah to go to Canaan and begin in the 

Holy Land to build the religions that would bring God's light to the world.  The 

midrash notes Sarah is an equal partner with Abraham, and that she is herself a 

prophet, and a woman of wisdom and righteousness. 

  

"Sarah's Tent" becomes the precursor for the "Tent of Meeting", which evolves 

into what will become the Holy Temple in Jerusalem.  Bringing the stranger into 

Sarah's tent, and letting them experience love and hospitality, helps to spread the 

word of ethical monotheism.  Sarah's tent becomes the place where God's 



presence especially dwells.  A name for God, Shekhina, refers to the cloud of 

God's presence that rested over Sarah's tent.  The root of this Hebrew word 

means dwelling place, and this particular name for God becomes the common 

feminine form of understanding God's spirit in our lives.  Sarah's tent; creating a 

warm and welcoming spiritual place, becomes the final piece to building up the 

new ethical monotheistic tradition. 

  

What becomes transparent in midrash is that it was not enough to simply believe 

in One God.  Rather, there had to be a conscious choice to embrace the 

rationality and wisdom of ethical monotheism and the willingness to teach this 

wisdom to others with love and kindness.  Faith alone was not enough for God to 

choose Abraham and Sarah, rather, it required the type of faith that would make 

a person transform the duties of the heart into duties of the hand.  Doing good 

becomes the paramount teaching of ethical monotheism.  Genesis is blunt in this 

teaching when it commands:  "I have known him to the end that he may enjoin 

his children and his household after him to keep the way of the Eternal One by 

doing righteousness and justice."   (Gen. 18:19)  Loving-kindness is the true 

essence of the personalities of Abraham and Sarah and why they effectively 

become the original power couple of faith.   

  
Shabbat Shalom, 

Rabbi Mitch 

  

 


